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• GISS' earnings fall short: net profit declines 18.1% YoY and 78.9% QoQ in 3Q2018 and misses our 
estimate - GISS’  earnings of QR5.2mn in 3Q2018 fell short of our estimate of QR20.4mn. With no 
segment details provided, the miss came from lower GMs, higher finance charges and an 
impairment of QR8.5mn offset by higher other income/investment gains. 

• Revenue came in at QR650.7mn in 3Q2018 (+4.9% YoY, -4.7% QoQ). GISS’  top-line was more in line 
with our estimate of QR672.5mn (delta of -3.3%). Group revenue for 9M2018 was QR1.96bn, up 
4.5% YoY. According to the press release, Al Koot’s  insurance revenue improved markedly vs. last 
year primarily due to new business in the energy/general insurance segment; we note the level of 
insurance revenue/COGS has increased as Al Koot has moved underwriting of the medical business 
in-house. The drilling segment (Gulf Drilling) reported a slight growth in revenue due to increased 
rig deployments vs. last year. Aviation segment (Gulf Helicopters) revenue was also modestly up 
on last year, despite reduction in revenue from Qatar’s  aviation operations, which was offset by 
increase in other revenue streams. Catering revenue from Amwaj was  moderately down YoY given 
project demobilization and reduced camps occupancy, somewhat offset by other revenue streams. 

• Gross margins decline from 15.5% in 3Q2017 to 13.9% (3Q2018). GMs also fell QoQ from 18.6%.  

• Growth in other income and investment gains offset decline in gross profits but higher finance 
charges and impairment expenses crimp profitability. Other income consists of several items, 
including provision reversal, exchange gains, customer refunds, dividend income, etc. While total 
debt was flattish QoQ at QR5.1bn, finance charges grew 11.5% QoQ (+27.8% YoY) given increase in 
LIBOR. There was also an impairment of QR8.5mn for the quarter, which we do not have color on. 
All things considering, excluding this impairment, GISS would have reported QR13.7mn in net 
income for the quarter. EPS amounted to QR0.21 in 9M2018 as compared to QR0.12 in 9M2017. 
According to a statement published by the company, in 9M2018, GISS’  net profit increased 77.8% 
YoY to QR 39.5mn given cost optimization and selective growth initiatives across verticals. GISS 
stated that improvement realized in drilling was somewhat offset by lower profit in aviation. 

• GISS’  quarterly results continue to remain fairly volatile especially given its razor-thin margins. 
Our previous call on GISS has worked very well (stock up 18% to QR20 over Sep. 17-Oct. 28) and 
we could reassess our rating after we speak to management.  
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